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You know why they didn't try anything like this in the 1970s? Because a generation

which remembered WW2 & were still strong enough would not have let them.

Politicians were scared of people's reactions back then. They were literally scared

for their lives. What happened?

Also, the State did not simply consist of politicians backed by a few regime journalists. There was a much stronger judiciary

& military. We would already have seen the military remove deranged politicians leading any country into ruin like this.

The military would have turned against any government which indicated their role was to swab violate children or help inject

people with unsafe experimental RNA altering drugs for a virus with a 99.7+% survival rate. They would have taken power

by now. What happened?

The most important lesson we can teach our children are the lessons the parents who remembered WW2 taught theirs: how

to say NO to a government that is going in a direction you disagree with before it's too late.

This has to start at refusing schools being turned into biosecurity propaganda outposts, asymptomatic testing stations,

anti-science brainwashing institutions on masks, repeated swab violation of children's bodies for no gain & to artificially

create false positive disruption

Children are now safer at home. Until SAGE & Hancock are removed from power schools are not a safe place for children.

On the contrary they are guaranteed to traumatize them for life under this biosecurity regime.
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